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Abstract

Consider the system

−�pu = �f(v) in �;

−�pv = �g(u) in �;

u = v = 0 on @�;

where �pz = div(|∇z|p−2∇z); p¿ 1, � is a positive parameter, and � is a bounded domain
in RN with smooth boundary @�. We prove the existence of a large positive solution for � large
when

lim
x→∞

f(M (g(x)1=(p−1))
xp−1

= 0

for every M ¿ 0. In particular, we do not assume any sign conditions on f(0) or g(0).
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Consider the boundary value problem

(I)




−�pu = �f(v) in �;

−�pv = �g(u) in �;

u = v = 0 on @�;
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where �pz = div(|∇z|p−2∇z); p¿ 1; � is a positive parameter, and � is a bounded
domain in RN with smooth boundary @�.

We are motivated by the paper of Dalmasso [3], in which system (I) was discussed
when p=2 and f; g are increasing and f; g¿ 0. In [6], Hai–Shivaji extended the study
of [3] applied to the case when no sign conditions on f(0) or g(0) were required, and
without assuming monotonicity conditions on f or g. However, the results in [6] are
for the semilinear case where proofs depend on the Green’s functions. In this paper, we
shall establish the existence results for system (I) with p¿ 1 under some additional
assumptions than those required in [6]. In particular, our results apply to the case when
f(0) or g(0) is negative, that is the semipositone case which is mathematically a chal-
lenging area in the study of positive solutions (see [1,7]). For a recent review on semi-
positone problems, see [2]. We refer to [5] for corresponding results in the single equation
case. Our approach is based on the method of sub- and supersolutions (see e.g. [4]).

2. Existence results

We make the following assumptions:
(H.1) f; g : [0;∞) → R are C1, monotone functions such that

lim
x→∞f(x) = lim

x→∞ g(x) = ∞:

(H.2)

lim
x→∞

f(M (g(x)1=(p−1)))
xp−1 = 0:

We shall establish:

Theorem A. Let (H.1), (H.2) hold. Then there exists a positive number �∗ such that
(I) has a large positive solution (u; v) for �¿�∗.

An example: Let f(x)=
∑m

i=1 aixpi−C1, g(x)=
∑n

j=1 bjxqj−C2, where pi; qj; ai; bi; C1;
C2 ¿ 0 and piqj ¡ (p− 1)2. Then it is easy to see that f; g satisfy (H.1), (H.2).

DeCne f(x) = f(0) and g(x) = g(0) for x¡ 0. We shall establish Theorem A by
constructing a positive weak subsolution ( 1;  2) and supersolution (z1; z2) of (I) such
that  i6 zi for i = 1; 2. That is,  i satisCes∫

�
|∇ 1|p−2∇ 1 · ∇q dx6 �

∫
�

f( 2)q dx;

∫
�
|∇ 2|p−2∇ 2 · ∇q dx6 �

∫
�

g( 1)q dx;

and ∫
�
|∇z1|p−2∇z1 · ∇q dx¿ �

∫
�

f(z2)q dx

∫
�
|∇z2|p−2∇z2 · ∇q dx¿ �

∫
�

g(z1)q dx

for all q∈H 1
0 (�) with q¿ 0.
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Proof of Theorem A. Let �1 be the Crst eigenvalue of −�p with Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions and � the corresponding positive eigenfunction with ‖�‖∞ = 1. Let
k0; m;  ¿ 0 be such that f(z); g(z)¿−k0 for all z¿ 0 and |∇�|p−�1�p¿m on E� =
{x∈� : d(x; @�)6  }. We shall verify that ( 1;  2) =( ;  ), where  =(�k0=m)1=(p−1)

((p− 1)=p)�p=(p−1), is a subsolution of (I) for � large. Let q∈H 1
0 (�) with q¿ 0. A

calculation shows that∫
�
|∇ |p−2∇ · ∇q dx =

�k0

m

∫
�

�|∇�|p−2∇� · ∇q dx

=
�k0

m

{∫
�
|∇�|p−2∇�∇(�q) dx −

∫
�
|∇�|pq dx

}

=
�k0

m

∫
�

(�1�p − |∇�|p)q dx:

Now, on E� we have |∇�|p − �1�p¿m, which implies that
k0

m
(�1�p − |∇�|p) − f( )6 0:

Next, on � \ E� we have �¿ ! for some !¿ 0, and therefore for � large,

f( )¿
k0

m
�1¿

k0

m
(�1�p − |∇�|p):

Hence∫
�
|∇ |p−2∇ · ∇q dx6 �

∫
�

f( )q dx:

Similarly,∫
�
|∇ |p−2∇ · ∇q dx6 �

∫
�

g( )q dx;

i.e. ( ;  ) is a subsolution of (I).
Next, let �0 be the solution of

−�p�0 = 1 in �; �0 = 0 on @�:

Let

(z1; z2) =
(
C
!

�1=(p−1)�0; [g(C�1=(p−1))]1=(p−1)�1=(p−1)�0

)
;

where !=‖�0‖∞ and C ¿ 0 is a large number to be chosen later. We shall verify that
(z1; z2) is a supersolution of (I) for � large. To this end, let q∈H 1

0 (�) with q¿ 0.
Then we have∫

�
|∇z1|p−2∇z1 · ∇q dx = �

(
C
!

)p−1 ∫
�
|∇�0|p−2∇�0 · ∇q dx

= �
(
C
!

)p−1 ∫
�
q dx:
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By (H.2), we can choose C large enough so that

(C�1=(p−1))p−1¿ (!p−1�)f([�1=(p−1)!][g(C�1=(p−1))]1=(p−1));

and therefore∫
�
|∇z1|p−2∇z1 · ∇q dx¿ �

∫
�

f([�1=(p−1)!][g(C�1=(p−1))]1=(p−1))q dx

¿ �
∫
�

f(z2)q dx:

Next, ∫
�
|∇z2|p−2∇z2 · ∇q dx = �g(C�1=(p−1))

∫
�

q dx

¿ �
∫
�

g(C!−1�1=(p−1)�0)q dx

= �
∫
�

g(z1)q dx;

i.e. (z1; z2) is a supersolution of (I) with zi¿  for C large, i = 1; 2. Thus, there
exists a solution (u; v) of (I) with  6 u6 z1;  6 v6 z2. This completes the proof
of Theorem A.
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